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A Novel Approach for Fault Location of
Overhead Transmission Line With

Noncontact Magnetic-Field Measurement
Qi Huang, Senior Member, IEEE, Wei Zhen, and Philip W. T. Pong

Abstract—Prompt and accurate location of faults in a large-
scale transmission system can accelerate system restoration,
reduce outage time, and improve system reliability. Tradi-
tional approaches are categorized into traveling-wave-based
and impedance-based measurement techniques. The trav-
eling-wave-based approach requires detection devices to connect
to the high-voltage transmission line, making the solution complex
and costly. And the impedance-measurement-based approach
is highly dependent on the quality of the signal and affected by
fault resistance, ground resistance and non-homogeneity in line
configuration. Hence, these approaches may cause a location error
that is unacceptable in certain operation cases. In this paper, a
novel approach based on noncontact magnetic-field measurement
is proposed. With the magnetic field measured along the trans-
mission line by using highly sensitive, broadband, and a low-cost
magnetoresistive magnetic sensor, the fault span can be located.
The collected data can be further used for identifying the fault
type and location within the fault span. The overall system was
designed and numerical simulations were performed on typical
tower configurations. The simulated results verify the validity of
the proposed scheme.

Index Terms—Fault location, magnetoresistive magnetic sensor,
noncontact magnetic-field measurement, overhead transmission
line.

I. INTRODUCTION

O VERHEAD transmission lines are most commonly used
for delivering electric power from source locations to dis-

tribution networks. The rapid growth of electric power systems
over the past few decades has resulted in a large increase of the
number of lines in operation and their total length. These lines
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are exposed to faults as a result of lightning, short circuits, faulty
equipment, misoperation, human errors, overload, growing veg-
etation (or swaying trees), aging, etc. [1]–[3]. Statistics show
that line faults are the most common fault in power systems [4].
When a fault occurs on an electrical transmission line, it is very
important to detect it and to find its location in order to take nec-
essary remedial actions and to restore power as soon as possible.
The time needed to determine the fault point along the line af-
fects the quality of the power delivery and, hence, the overall
efficiency of the power networks. These concepts are gaining
increasing importance these days because the new policies for
deregulation and liberalization of power and energy markets
may lead to more stressed operation and decreased reliability
levels in transmission systems due to the pursuit of profit [5].

Engineers and researchers have been trying to find a reliable
and efficient way for estimating fault location. The currently
available fault detection and location methods can be broadly
classified into two types [6]: 1) traveling-wave technique and
2) impedance-measurement-based technique. In the traveling-
wave technique, either the transient created by a fault is captured
or impulses are injected into the line, and the reflected traveling
wave is detected with time-domain reflectometery (TDR). The
fault location is then determined by timing analysis of the trav-
eling wave. As the faulted signal obtained at the end of the trans-
mission line is highly mingled with noise, some modern signal
processing techniques, such as the wavelet [7], are used for fault
location. In the impedance-measurement-based technique, the
voltage and current during prefault and postfault are acquired
and analyzed. The line parameters can then be calculated with
the transmission-line model and the fault can be located. These
methods may be one ended, two ended, or even multiended, de-
pending on how the receiving devices are deployed. Since the
development of relay protection is advancing fast, it is now pos-
sible to collect the data from the synchronized phasor measure-
ment unit embedded in a digital relay or a fault recorder in order
to achieve the goal of fault location [8]. It is proved that the syn-
chronized measurement would improve the performance of fault
location.

All of the aforementioned methods produce reasonable fault-
location results. However, all of these methods need to connect
a device to the high-voltage transmission line and the required
devices are generally costly. For example, in the traveling-wave-
based approach, the accuracy of the location is highly dependent
on the performance of the costly high-speed data-acquisition
system. Furthermore, these methods fully depend on an assump-
tion that the parameters of the transmission line are uniform.
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Considering the fact that the transmission lines are distributed
over a large geographical area, this assumption is generally not
entirely true. For example, the nonuniform spacing of the phase
conductors may affect the inductance (although phase conduc-
tors are transposed to reduce the effect), temperature may affect
the resistance, and sag may affect the capacitance in different
transmission-line segments [10]. Operation experience shows
that most of the systems can limit the fault-location error within
1–2% of the monitored line length. In certain cases, the error
may reach 5% or even more [11]. The accuracy factor becomes
even more important for long transmission lines because even
a relatively small error would result in an uncertainty of a few
kilometers, causing significant delay for the maintenance crew
to find the fault location [11]. Especially in areas over rough
terrain (e.g., mountain area, such as Liangshan of China), the
installed system may cause an error of 3 km in 500-kV trans-
mission lines. The maintenance crew may have to walk 6 km in
a mountainous area to determine the exact location of the fault
point. For nonpermanent faults, such as flashover caused by sag
of stressed lines, considering their temporary nature, it may take
even more effort to locate the fault point with these systems be-
cause the fault is not permanent and the system may have al-
ready resumed its normal condition by the time the maintenance
crew arrives.

This paper introduces a low-cost high-precision solution,
which does not need to connect the device to the HV trans-
mission line and is highly sensitive for fault location. The new
method proposed here uses a novel type of sensitive mag-
netoresistive (MR) magnetic sensor to measure the transient
current. The sensors are placed on the tower, and the data are
transmitted to a data-processing center where analysis software
can determine which span the fault location belongs to. The
collected magnetic-field data can also be used to identify the
fault type and even locate within the fault span.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II in-
troduces this novel technique of using the MR magnetic sensor
for fault-location purposes. The design of the location system
is described in Section III. Numerical simulations were per-
formed to verify the proposed scheme and are presented in Sec-
tion IV. Section V identifies the effectiveness of the proposed
approach by performing error estimation and comparison of
available methods. Section VI concludes this paper.

II. FAULT DETECTION WITH A NOVEL TYPE OF

MAGNETIC-FIELD SENSOR

Most of the faults in power systems are short circuit related
[12]. Hence, the fault detection may be accomplished by the
comparison of the current under normal conditions and fault
conditions, and the current measurement can be achieved by the
magnetic-field measurement.

Traditional current measurement, by using Ampere’s law, in-
volves placing a coil to wind around the conductor. In HV engi-
neering applications, this is not an ideal solution since one needs
to put the coil close to the HV conductors. Current measurement
can actually be carried out by the magnetic-field measurement.
Once there is current flowing in a conductor, there will be a mag-
netic field generated around the conductor. The magnetic-field

strength increases with its line ampacity. The strength, direc-
tion, and distribution of the magnetic field emanated from the
conductors contain information about the electric power param-
eters, such as amplitude, frequency, and phase of the electric cur-
rent. It is noticed that measurement based on the modern mag-
netic-field sensor can provide accurate and reliable data without
physical contact.

Attributed to the fast advancement of the microelectrome-
chanical systems (MEMS) packaging technology and magne-
toresistance material technology, the MR magnetic sensors,
based on the magnetoresistance effect, are widely used in many
applications [13], [14]. Magnetoresistance is the property of a
material to change the value of its electrical resistance when an
external magnetic field is applied to it. Recently, the anisotropic
magnetoresistance (AMR), giant magnetoresistance (GMR),
and tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) materials are discov-
ered and integrated into commercial magnetic-field sensors
successfully. These sensors, in general, have high sensitivity,
large temperature range, and wide frequency bandwidth (from
dc to several megahertz). The recent advances in MR sensors
make it possible to fabricate low-cost chip-scale magnetometers
for detecting the 3-D vector magnetic field [15].

The measurement of power systems with magnetic sensors
has long been studied by many researchers [14], [16]–[18]. It
would be ideal to deploy only a single sensor to measure the
magnetic field generated by a single straight transmission line
in a carefully shielded environment. Nevertheless, this approach
will be impractical when applied to the power system current
measurement; simply noted that the power system is a multicon-
ductor entity, and the magnetic field produced around one trans-
mission cable is overlaid by those of adjacent currents. More-
over, the strength of the earth’s magnetic field and geomag-
netic noise are not negligible since the sensor “views” them as
dc and high-order harmonics, respectively. In order to improve
the accuracy of the measuring system and reduce the crosstalk
effects of other magnetic fields, multiple magnetic sensors are
placed in the space around a conductor (or multiple conductors)
to form a magnetic sensor array [18]. However, these measure-
ments only deal with steady-state current. Since there is tran-
sient current present under fault conditions, MR sensors are
very suitable for the measurement of fault current for their wide
bandwidth. Besides the noncontact and wideband characteris-
tics, the monitoring terminal can be made compact and low cost
with these sensors. When the exact record of the transient cur-
rent is to be recovered, a sensor array should be used and the
signal-processing algorithm as well as placement of the sensor
array should be properly designed.

III. DESIGN OF THE LOCATION SYSTEM

A. Overall Scheme

For the fault-location application, it is already adequate if one
can accurately locate the fault in a certain span (ranging from
400 to 1000 m). Once the place of the faulted span is known,
it is relatively easy for the line inspector to locate the specific
point of the fault within the span. In this scheme, we propose in-
stalling sensitive MR sensors at every tower. (For the long span,
an additional monitoring terminal can be added in the middle
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Fig. 1. Overall scheme of the proposed solution for fault location in HV trans-
mission lines. (The circles indicate the positions of sensors.)

since the devices of a terminal are cheap and they can work
at a place far away from the current-carrying conductors.) The
overall scheme of the proposed solution is shown in Fig. 1. The
data collected from the remote monitoring terminals can be vi-
sualized in client software with the aid of the geographical in-
formation system (GIS) to help the operating crew locate the
fault position promptly.

B. Remote Monitoring Terminal

The monitoring terminal is a small device integrated on
a printed-circuit board (PCB) board. The entire system is
composed of a microprocessor (CPU) and its peripheral de-
vices [sensor module, data-acquisition (DAQ) module, storage
module, communication module, signal preconditioning
module, and power supply]. The microprocessor controls the
entire system and performs DAQ of the magnetic signal con-
tinuously. The information in the signal can be extracted by
simple analysis (e.g., amplitude calculation). Once a certain
change in the signal is detected, the data are stored and sent to
the center station through the communication channel. Since
the system aims at serving a mountainous area, a radio station
communication solution (i.e., not dependent on commercial
service) is preferable. The sensor module is composed of a
magnetic sensor chip capable of measurement in the , , and

axes and its amplifying and filtering circuits. The sensor is
designed to be independent of the disturbance coming from the
power supply of the monitoring unit by separating it from the
main board. The entire system can be powered by a solar power
module which is composed of a solar panel, a charger, and a
battery, or alternatively, it can be powered through coupling
with the transmission lines.

C. Calculation of the Sensor Output

The magnetic field of current-carrying transmission-line con-
ductors can be calculated by Maxwell’s equations. Under cer-
tain assumptions, an analytical expression about the relative po-
sition between the measured point and the conductors can be

Fig. 2. Demonstration of installing the magnetic sensor on a typical 500-kV
transmission tower.

Fig. 3. Calculation of the magnetic field at the point of sensor head. The direc-
tion of current is assumed to be along the � axis, which is pointing toward the
observer.

formed. Since there are many types of towers and the tower con-
figuration affects the distribution of the magnetic field, the fol-
lowing calculation and simulation are based on a typical 500-kV
transmission tower shown in Fig. 2, where the length of the in-
sulator string is assumed to be 4 m, and the sensor is installed
at the middle of the tower (18 m above ground level). Fig. 3
shows the decomposition of the resulting magnetic field at the
measurement point which can be written as (by assuming that
the conductors have no sag and the transmission lines are in-
finitely long with respect to the distances between the measure-
ment point and the conductors)

(1)

where , and are the magnetic-field components
generated by phase currents , and , respectively; and

, and are the unit vectors along the , , and -axes
respectively.
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Fig. 4. System diagram of the test system in the numerical simulation (� : the
total length of the transmission line; � : distance from the sending end to the
fault location).

If the system is not symmetric, the magnetic field should
be calculated according to the Biot–Savart law. However, for
simple estimation, the effect of conductor sag is neglected (refer
to Section V), and the line is assumed to be of infinite length,
then , and can be calculated as

(2)

where is the the magnetic constant, and and are
defined in Fig. 3.

D. Location of the Fault

Since the three components of the magnetic field in the 3-D
space can be separately measured by MR sensors, they can be
used to derive the change in the three-phase current. For a radial
transmission system, in which only the sending end has power
sources, it is simple to locate the fault point by simply checking
where short-circuit current exists in the transmission lines. The
output of the terminal closest to the fault point can only be used
for qualitative analysis because its output may be affected by
the fault (noting that the infinite length assumption may not be
true in this case). However, the other outputs can be used to
identify the type of faults. For a two-ended system [i.e., both
sides have power sources (e.g., tie line)], the fault can be located
and analyzed by simply noting that the short-circuit level at the
two sides is different. Since the fault span can be accurately
located, it is relatively easy to find the exact fault location, even
for the nonpermanent fault.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In this section, different cases are studied. All of the case
studies are based on the system shown in Fig. 4. The parameters
of the system are listed in Table I. Assume that a load of 630
MW is being delivered from the sending end to the receiving
end of a power system. In the following numerical simulations,
it is assumed that the fault occurs at 0.1 s and disappears at 0.2 s.
In all cases, the tower configuration as shown in Fig. 2 is used.
With these parameters and assumptions, a distributed model was
built and various simulations were performed.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE TRANSMISSION LINE UNDER TEST

Fig. 5. Typical waveform of the current flowing in three phases during the oc-
currence of a three-phase short-circuit fault (� � 100 km).

A. Location of Fault Span

Typical faults on transmission lines include single-phase
short circuit, double-phase short circuit, and three-phase short
circuit. In the impedance-based approach, the effect of the fault
resistance and ground resistance must be considered. In the
proposed scheme, these effects do not affect the accuracy of
the location.

Fig. 5 shows the waveform of the current measured at the
tower right ahead of the fault point, under the condition where
a three-phase short circuit occurs at the middle of the transmis-
sion line. When the three-phase short circuit occurs, the mea-
sured magnetic field is increased. The ratio of the magnetic field
during the fault to that during the normal situation is the same
as the ratio of the short-circuit current to the current at normal
condition (as discussed in the previous section), provided that
the transient process is not considered. The transient generally
further increases the value of the magnetic field.

In order to obtain a full view of the transient process along
the entire transmission line to help find the fault point, the mag-
netic field measured at every tower along the transmission line,
which connects two systems, is plotted in Fig. 6. In the figure,
the axis represents the evolution of time (during the lifecycle
of a fault, that is, prefault, fault, and postfault), the axis repre-
sents the distribution along the transmission line (0 to the length
of the line), and the axis represents the measured magnetic
field. Note that the high magnitude at the beginning of the fault
is caused by the decaying dc components in the three-phase
currents. The magnitude of the magnetic field at steady state
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the magnetic field along the transmission line under
three-phase short-circuit condition (� � 100 km).

under fault condition is determined by the short-circuit levels of
the two systems connected at two sides. The difference in the
short-circuit level can help locate the fault to a span by simply
comparing the value of the measured magnetic field. It is noted
that at one side, although there is a difference in the measured
magnetic field along the transmission line, the difference is very
small. This may help a lot considering that the data at certain
monitoring terminals may not be collected back in time due to
component failure. Due to this reason, any data from the mon-
itoring terminal can be used to identify the fault type, which is
discussed in the following section.

If the fault occurs at a point where the short-circuit level at
two sides is almost the same, making the magnitude of the mag-
netic field at two sides very close, then the direction of the mag-
netic field may be a good indicator of determining the fault span
in this case. The magnitude and direction of the magnetic field
measured at the two sides (tower M and N in Fig. 4) of the
fault point are shown in Fig. 7. In the figure, the small circle at
the center describes the magnetic field under normal conditions.
Since the radial component (z component in Fig. 3) is generally
zero, therefore, only and are plotted. During the life cycle
of a fault, and evolve with time. It is shown in the figure
that when the system is under normal state, the measured mag-
netic field at the M and N points have the same direction and
magnitude; however, once a fault is initiated, they almost have
the opposite direction. If the fault disappears or is cleared by
reclosure, the two measured magnetic fields move back to the
same point again (the center small circle).

B. Identification of the Fault Type

The measured magnetic field can be used for not only locating
the fault but also for identifying the fault type. According to
(1) and (2), when a fault occurs, the type of fault can be identi-
fied according to the magnitude and direction of the measured
magnetic field. Since the short-circuit current is generally much
larger than the normal current, the magnetic field caused by cur-
rent flowing in the unfaulted phase can be neglected.

Fig. 7. Direction and magnitude of the magnetic field under the three-phase
short-circuit condition (fault occurs at 0.2 s and cleared at 0.3 s,� � 100 km).

Therefore, when a single-phase fault occurs, the measured
magnetic field satisfies the following conditions (refer to Fig. 3
for the meaning of the parameters):

fault at phase A

fault at phase B

fault at phase C

(3)

Fig. 8 displays the measured magnetic fields under the single-
phase short circuit and Fig. 9 displays the calculated output of
the sensor along different directions. It is observed that (3) is
true.

When a double-phase fault occurs, one should distinguish the
difference between line-to-line fault and double-line-to-ground
fault. When the line-to-line fault is considered (transient ne-
glected), the relation among the measured magnetic-field com-
ponents according to (1) is (refer to Fig. 3 for the meaning of
the parameters)

line-to-line fault

line-to-line fault

line-to-line fault

(4)

When a double-line-to-ground fault occurs, there is no such
simple relation among the components. However, by incorpo-
rating the estimation of the short-circuit current (since the fault
point is known), the fault type can be identified. Table II lists
the characteristics under different fault conditions to facilitate
the identification. The identification procedure may consist of
the following steps:
Step 1) locating the fault according to the data sent back from

the terminal installed along the transmission line;
Step 2) approximately estimating the short-circuit current

level with the fault distance determined by Step 1);
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Fig. 8. Magnetic field under the single-phase fault condition. (a) Current wave-
form under fault on phase A. (b) Current waveform under fault on phase B.
(c) Current waveform under fault on phase C. (d) The resulting magnetic-field
waveform under the single-phase short-circuit condition.

Fig. 9. Measured magnetic fields along different axes under single-phase short-
circuit conditions. (The top figure shows the magnetic-field waveform along the
� axis while the bottom figure shows the magnetic-field waveform along the �
axis; � � 100 km.)

Step 3) comparing the measured magnetic field and the cal-
culated value to determine whether the fault be-
longs to single-phase fault, double-phase fault, or
three-phase fault (third column of Table II);

TABLE II
IDENTIFICATION OF THE FAULT TYPE WITH MAGNETIC-FIELD MEASUREMENT

Fig. 10. Estimation of the fault distance in a fault span.

Step 4) further determine the type of the fault according to
(3), (4), and the rules in Table II.

Step 5) locating within the fault span according to the result
of previous location and identification, which is dis-
cussed in the following section.

C. Location Within the Fault Span

The previously described method can locate the fault span.
It is observed that the measured magnetic fields have no signif-
icant difference along the faulted transmission line. However,
the measured magnetic fields at the two sides (e.g., the M and
N in Fig. 4) of the fault span are different. This difference can
be used to estimate the distance between the fault point and the
tower. Fig. 10 shows the model for estimation of the distance
to a tower in a faulted span for a single conductor. Assuming
that the sensor is installed under a faulted conductor on which
a current is flowing through at a distance of . If is far
less than the length of a span, according to Biot-Savart law, the
ratio of the measured magnetic field beside the fault point to the
other measured magnetic field is

(5)

where and are assumed to be the measured magnetic-
field components far away from the fault span.
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Fig. 11. Ratio of the magnetic field measured at the tower next to the fault point
to that measured at the other towers under different fault types.

For double-phase and three-phase faults, it is more complex
because a simple analytical expression cannot be found due
to the difference in phase angle in the three phases. However,
once the type of the fault is determined, the location within the
fault span can be accomplished using the or compo-
nent. For example, in single-phase fault cases, the location can
be estimated using either or ; under double-phase and
three-phase line-to-line fault, one can choose the compo-
nent to compare. Fig. 11 shows the ratio of the magnetic field
measured at the tower next to the fault point to that measured at
other towers as a function of the fault location. When the fault
distance is less than 100 m, a significant difference can be ob-
served. If no difference is observed, it can be concluded that the
fault point is out of the range of 100 m, which can also help the
maintenance crew expedite the location procedure.

V. ERROR ESTIMATION AND DISCUSSION

The error of this proposed scheme comes from the following
aspects: 1) the measurement error of the device, which is highly
dependent on the characteristics of the magnetoresistive sensor
and the signal conditioning circuit; 2) the error caused by the
sag of the transmission lines; and 3) when the approach is used
for multiple conductor transmission systems (e.g., the typically
used quad-bundled conductor), the nonuniform distribution of
the current will cause a certain amount of error, or if twisting
of conductors occurs, it may bring errors to the measurement of
the magnetic field. Other factors, such as the skin effect, can be
neglected since the sensor is placed far enough away from the
conductors.

A. Measurement Error

One of the advantages of the magnetoresistive sensor is that
the solid-state sensors have typical bandwidths in the megahertz
range and resolutions of tens of microgauss [19]. And modern
circuit design technology can easily facilitate a signal condi-
tioning circuit of megahertz bandwidth. However, if only for
fault-location purposes, it is reasonable to limit the sampling
frequency to less than 2000 Hz. In the lab experiment, a test
12-b analog-to-digital converter can easily limit the measure-
ment error in a range of 1%.

Fig. 12. Magnetic field generated by the transmission system considering sag
effect.

B. Sag Effect

When sag of the conductors is considered, the magnetic field
at the measurement point will be different from that generated
by the current-carrying power-line conductors, which are as-
sumed to be straight horizontal wires. The evaluation of the
error caused by sag can be accomplished with the combination
of Biot–Savart law and catenary equation [20]. For the evalua-
tion, assume that the sags of two adjacent leveled spans are sym-
metric and all three-phase conductors have the same amount of
sag (different sag can be similarly handled, referring to the Ap-
pendix), as shown in Fig. 12. To simplify the calculation, two co-
ordinate systems and are used. The
coordinate system is centered at the location of the sensor, in
order to be congruent with the coordinate system in Fig. 3, while

is centered at the maximum sag point of the middle
phase conductor (phase B in Fig. 12), in order to be congruent
with the popular use of the catenary equation.

Considering phase conductor B in Fig. 12, the governing cate-
nary equation in the coordinate system is

(6)

where is the length of the span, and is a constant determined
by the mechanical parameters of the transmission lines.

With the symmetry assumption, the magnetic field generated
by phase A, B, and C at the middle sensor in Fig. 12 can be
obtained by the following equations (refer to the Appendix of
the paper for more detailed information):

(7)

(8)
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TABLE III
EVALUATION OF THE SAG EFFECT ON THE

CALCULATION OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD

(9)

where and are the unit vectors along the , , and
axes, respectively; is the coordinate of the sensor

point under the coordinate system (origin in the
coordinate system), and is the space between the

phase conductor (11.8 m as shown in Fig. 2)

(10)

(11)

(12)

Comparing these equations with (2), it is clear that one only
needs to compare the definite integrals with
and in (2) and their components along the three spa-
tial axes, respectively. For a transmission system configured as
shown in Fig. 2, and assuming the span length at 400 m, fur-
ther assuming a sag of 5 m on all three-phase conductors, the
comparison is shown in Table III. It is shown that the error is
always less than 5%.

C. Error of Bundled Conductors

To evaluate the error caused by bundled conductors, a typical
“quad-bundle” configuration with 0.3-m spacing is considered.
For example, if phase B is considered, and further assuming the
current is uniformly flowing in four conductors, (13), shown at
the bottom of the page, can be used to evaluate the error by
assuming that the magnetic field is generated by a single con-
ductor. Numerical results show that for the configuration dis-
cussed in this paper, this may only cause 0.01% error.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF AVAILABLE FAULT-LOCATION APPROACHES

D. Discussion

According to error estimate, one can safely conclude that the
error brought by the sag and bundled conductor will not af-
fect the effectiveness of the approaches discussed in this paper;
hence, the proposed approach is feasible. Table IV summarized
the general requirements, advantages, and disadvantages of the
available approaches for the fault location of the power trans-
mission line. One of the great advantages of the proposed ap-
proach is that its maximum location error is one span, and it does
not assume a homogeneous line while traditional approaches
have to rely on the assumption of the homogeneous line, and
the evaluation of the performance is obtained by the fault-loca-
tion error defined in IEEE PC37.114 [6], that is, a percentage
error in the fault-location estimate based on the total line length

error
instrument reading-exact distance to the fault

total line length
(14)

(13)
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This means that even a small error may cause a large physical
distance for a long transmission line. Furthermore, unlike the
impedance-measurement-based approach, the ground resistance
does not affect the performance of the proposed approach.

The only disadvantages of the proposed approach are that it
has to rely on distributed measurement and, due to the reason
that it depends on current measurement, it cannot be used for
open-circuit fault detection. However, considering the fact that
the most common and dangerous fault that occurs in a power
system is the short circuit, not working for an open-circuit fault
would not limit the use of the proposed approach. And with
modern communication, information, and integrated-circuit
technology, it is very easy to implement such a distributed
measurement system.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

As the MEMS packaging technology and magnetoresistance
material technology are progressing rapidly, MR sensors based
on the magnetoresistance effect, which can carry out the point
measurement of the magnetic field, may bring revolutionary
change for measurement techniques in power systems. In this
paper, a novel approach based on the noncontact measurement
of magnetic field is proposed for the fault location of overhead
transmission lines. By checking whether the short-circuit cur-
rent exists in the transmission line at the position of an installed
monitoring terminal, the fault span can be located which may
greatly reduce the uncertainty in searching for fault location and,
hence, improve the efficiency. Moreover, the solution is low cost
and more effective for finding the exact fault location even for
nonpermanent faults. After the fault span is located, the mea-
sured magnetic field can be used to further identify the fault type
and locate within the fault span. The numerical simulations and
error estimate in this paper verify the proposed scheme.

In future work, other types of tower configurations or their
combinations should be considered to extend the applications.
Moreover, the configuration of the sensor array needs to be fur-
ther modified and improved in order to extend the application
into the fault location for double or multicircuit transmission
lines.

APPENDIX

For a transmission system as shown in Fig. 12, the calculation
of the magnetic field at an arbitrary point in the space can be
implemented as follows. Consider a small section of any one of
the transmission lines . According to the Biot–Savart law, it
generates a magnetic field at a point

(A1)

According to (6), can be expressed as

(A2)

With . And

(A3)

Substitute (A2) and (A3) into (A1), and if only one span is
considered, the magnetic field generated at point
would be

(A4)

When only one of the three conductors is considered (the
other two phase currents are assumed to be zero) and since the
two adjacent spans are symmetric, integration in two spans1 will
double the magnetic field along and directions, and cancel
the magnetic field along the direction. When the three-phase
conductors are considered separately, (8)–(12) can be obtained.
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